Pediatric Success: A Course Review Applying Critical Thinking Skills To Test Taking (Davis Success Series)
**Synopsis**
Over 900 NCLEX-style questions on pediatrics and growth and development into body system chapters. Add a 100-question comprehensive exam at the end of the book, plus two 75-question final exams on the bonus CD-ROM, and learning and studying become easier...and measurable. Students use the RACE model to apply critical thinking to the question types they’ll encounter in class and on the NCLEX. ADDITIONAL RESOURCES Bonus CD-ROM packaged with every book featuring two 75-question final exams with NCLEX question codes. Click Here for a Special Mail-In Rebate Offer
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**Customer Reviews**
I love the whole line of Davis Success books. I have had quite a few questions from tests come directly from these books. But the Pediatric one is full of errors. Wrong answers being highlighted as correct. And then information in them being out of date (already!) and some are just flat out wrong (at least in correlation to what we’re learning in class). But the positive side is if you are questioning the validity of the answer and know that it is wrong then you are in good shape and know the material well!

There are a lot of good practice questions in the book. There are also more errors than I care for, especially when I am trying to learn material that I will be tested on. Most of the problems lie in the
fact that they highlight the wrong answer, even though the wording tells you that that one is wrong - so you have to be sure to read the answer sheet properly in order to be sure that you really are correct/wrong. It just makes it take a bit longer, but overall I thought it was helpful with my pediatrics class for nursing.

This book was helpful, but the editor should be fired, it's full of mistakes. I expected more explanation for rationales than was given also. The Davis Med-surg question book was very helpful with detailed reasoning for each rational that was incorrect as well as correct. This book only gives a rational for the one that's right.

I used this book to help me review for tests in my Pediatrics class in my ADN program. I found it very helpful to practice the questions. A few of the questions were almost identical to ones that showed up on my tests. Totally worth buying this book to help study the material. Not a replacement for the textbook though.

Wow! I love these line of success books, but The Pediatric Success has many errors. Sometimes the wrong answer is highlighted as being correct. Other answers have been just WRONG! The positive side to this is that knowing the answer was wrong made me go back and double check myself, which made me review the subject even more. I would still buy the Success Series because it is helpful. Good Luck with your studies!!!

Loved this book. My favorite thing about it is; the rationals for each question are right below the question, no flipping to the back of the book. Every exam I took, had a least 5 questions that were word for word from this book. I highly recommend.

I have begun using this product as a study tool and found that it is very helpful at allowing me to break down and recognise the differences in the NCLEX style questions! Purchasing this book will be a valuable study tool for any student nurse.

This is a great book to practice pediatric questions in. I was told peds was the hardest part of my third semester is nursing school, and I received a 97% in peds. I am sure this book helped me! I highly recommend this just as I did the Maternal Newborn Success book!
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